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In this article, a discussion and analysis is presented of the Kujang sulhae by Nam Pyong-Gil (1820–1869), a
19th-century Korean commentary on the Jiuzhang suanshu. Nam copied the problems and procedures from the
ancient Chinese classic, but replaced Liu Hui’s and Li Chunfeng’s commentaries with his own. In his postface
Nam expressed his dissatisfaction with the earlier commentaries, because the approaches of Liu and Li did not
match those of his contemporary readers well. This can be seen from the most important features of Nam’s
commentary: the use of a synthesis of European and Chinese mathematical methods, easy explanations appeal-
ing to intuition, and disuse of the methods of inﬁnitesimals and limits in Liu’s and Li’s commentaries. Based on
his own postface and these features of his commentary, I believe that Nam Pyong-Gil treated the Jiuzhang
suanshu as a very important historical document, which he intended to explain according to the new mathe-
matical canon in both Qing China and Choson Korea, the Shuli jingyun. Thus the Kujang sulhae is an example
of the endeavor of 19th-century Korean mathematicians to reinterpret ancient Chinese mathematical texts with
their contemporary knowledge.
 2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.摘要
本文討論並分析十九世紀韓國數學家南秉吉 (1820–1869) 的著作 hh九章術解ii。此文本為他對中國古算經
hh九章算術ii 的注解書。南秉吉在本書中摘錄全本 hh九章算術ii 的問題與術文，但不包含劉徽與李淳風的注
解，而僅將他自己的注解置於術文之後。在他的跋文中，南秉吉清楚地表示他不滿先前的注解，理由是劉李
注的進路與他當代讀者所使用的進路不吻合。這件事可由南氏注解的特點看出：(1) 他主要使用中西融合的數
學知識來解釋 hh九章算術ii；(2) 他的注解風格為給出簡單明瞭的註解，大量訴諸直覺，這種風格是間接受到0315-0860/$ - see front matter  2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/j.hm.2010.04.001
q I use the McCune–Reischauer system and the Pinyin system for Romanizing Korean and Chinese words, respectively,
except for the titles of English articles in which authors’ names and titles have been Romanized in other ways. Koreans also
use Chinese characters, so the Korean names, book titles, or terminologies that are written in Chinese characters but were
originally used by Koreans are Romanized according to the McCune–Reischauer system for the Korean language.
E-mail address: ying@abel.math.ntnu.edu.tw
2 J.-M. Ying 英家銘巴蒂版 hh幾何原本ii 的影響；(3) 他迴避了劉、李注中的無窮小與極限方法。基於以上的特點，以及南秉吉的
跋文，筆者認為南秉吉將中國古代數學正典 hh九章算術ii 視為一個重要且無法忽視的歷史文件，而他必須用
十九世紀中國與韓國共同認定的數學正典 – hh數理精蘊ii – 來註解之。hh九章術解ii 可做為一個例證，讓我們
看到十九世紀韓國數學家用他們當代的知識重新解讀中國古代數學文本所做的努力。
 2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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In the research domain of East Asian history of science and mathematics, and the history
of science and mathematics in general, the cross-cultural transmission and transformation
of mathematical knowledge has always been an important topic. For example, the recep-
tion of European science and mathematics in late imperial China has been extensively stud-
ied by historians of science.1 As a continuation of that transmission, some aspects of
European science and mathematics that were studied and used in China were introduced
to Tokugawa Japan in the 18th and 19th centuries, and research on this can also be found
in the literature.2 The interaction between Korean mathematics (Tongsan 東算) and late
imperial Chinese mathematics is a related topic, in the sense that at least a part of it can
also be seen as a continuation of the transmission of European science and mathematics
to East Asia.3 European science and mathematics reached Korea indirectly, that is, also
via China. Most of the Koreans who studied “Western” science and mathematics before
the later part of the 19th century did so through books in Chinese that had been brought
from China [Kim, 1998, 63].4 Some interesting questions can be raised in this context. For
instance, what parts of European mathematics were integrated into these Chinese texts and
later studied and used by Koreans? What styles of mathematical argumentation and prob-
lem-solving can be observed in Korean texts after these Chinese texts containing Western
methods had been acquired? In this paper, I will use a Korean mathematical text by Nam
Pyong-Gil 南秉吉 (1820–1869) as an example to present some answers to such questions.
Apart from the possible traces of European mathematical learning in Korean texts, there
are two other reasons that this study may be of interest to historians of mathematics. The1 E.g., Hashimoto [1988], Jami [1996].
2 E.g., Kobayashi [2002], Lee et al. [2004].
3 At ﬁrst glance, one might expect that the term “東算,” literally “Eastern mathematics,” was used
only by the Chinese, since the Korean peninsula is to the east of China proper. However, the
adjective “東” (literally “Eastern”) to describe anything Korean was also used by Koreans
themselves in the Choson Dynasty (1392–1910). For instance, Korean scholars sometimes referred
to their country as “adong” 我東 (“our [country] to the East”) or “tongguk” 東國 (“The Eastern
Country”), and they referred to Koreans as “tongin”東人 (“The Eastern people”) [e.g., Kim, 1985,
vol. 6, 192; Guo, 2009, 74–75]. An 18th-century Korean mathematical manuscript is titled Toangsan
ch’o 東算抄 (Eastern mathematics manuscript) [Guo, 2009, 38–46].
4 Late Ming and early Qing scholars referred to Europe with the term “West” (Xi西) [Jami, 1996,
175], and Korean scholars followed this convention. Therefore, the mathematical methods
introduced by Jesuits to China and later transmitted to Korea in Chinese texts were often called in
Korean “Western methods” (sobop西法) or “mathematical procedures of the Extreme West” (taeso
sansu 泰西算術).
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which are apparently omnipresent in traditional Korean mathematics, science, and technol-
ogy [Kim, 1998, 61]. Studying Korean mathematics and its interaction with its Chinese
counterpart might therefore help us to understand mathematics not only in Korea, but also
in China. As the reader will see, Nam Pyong-Gil’s commentary may help us to understand
how the procedures in a Chinese mathematical classic were explained using a synthesis of
Chinese and European mathematical methods. The second reason is that Korea, as a civ-
ilization, deserves serious research into its endeavors in studying science and mathematics
for intellectual or practical purposes.
The Korean and Chinese traditions of mathematics shared a similar culture, such as
using the same mathematical language. In fact, Koreans continued to use Chinese for most
of their scholarly writings until the early 20th century.5 Certain mathematical texts from
China, such as the classic Jiuzhang suanshu 九章算術 (see below), were imported to the
Korean peninsula possibly as early as in the 7th century [Kim and Kim, 1978, 81–88],
and the process of transmission went on through subsequent periods of history [Martzloﬀ,
1997, 105–108]. However, Korean mathematicians, at least in the Choson 朝鮮 Dynasty
(1392–1910), did not just passively accept the texts from China. They participated in discus-
sions on issues raised by Chinese mathematicians, tried to give original solutions to some
problems, and often wrote their own explanations and commentaries on classical Chinese
texts [Hong, 2002a, 58]. The book Kujang sulhae 九章術解 discussed in this paper is an
example of just such a kind of commentary.
The Kujang sulhae was written by Nam Pyong-Gil. From the title of the book, “Expla-
nations of the Procedures of the Nine Chapters,” it is clear that it was meant to explain
the Chinese classic Jiuzhang suanshu. This work, the title of which is commonly rendered
in English as “Nine Chapters on Mathematical Procedures,” or The Nine Chapters for
short, was compiled possibly by the ﬁrst century A.D. It has been thoroughly studied
by historians of mathematics [e.g., Guo, 2004], and translated into English [Shen,
1999] and French [Chemla and Guo, 2004]. For centuries The Nine Chapters was consid-
ered the most important mathematical canon, and a paradigm for the learned practice of
mathematics in China. The importance of the canon and the role it played in China are
well described in the literature [e.g., Martzloﬀ, 1997, 127–136; Guo, 2004, 501–503]. In
Korea, The Nine Chapters was listed as one of the textbooks and examination subjects
for mathematics students in the National Academies of diﬀerent dynasties from the 7th
to the 14th century [Kim, 1978, 82, 133, 139]. However, the text was lost in the middle
of the Choson Dynasty before the mid-17th century [Jun, 2006, 480], as it was also dur-
ing the Ming Dynasty in China (1368–1644). Later mathematicians in Korea maintained
an interest in The Nine Chapters. For example, Ch’oe Sok-Chong 崔錫鼎 (1646–1715)
wrote in his Kusuryak 九數略 (Summary of the Nine Branches of Numbers) that it
was an unfortunate fact that The Nine Chapters was not available in his country anymore
[Kim, 1985, vol. 1, 634]. Cho Tae-Gu 趙泰耇 (1660–1723) included some available frag-5 Although the Korean alphabet (한글 Han’gu˘l) was created in the 15th century, Korean literati
still preferred to use literary Chinese in their scholarly works in later centuries. Only as part of the
Kabo Reform in 1894–1896 did the Korean government begin to use Han’gu˘l in major publications.
The use of Han’gu˘l became more widespread after the turn of the 20th century, and Han’gu˘l
eventually became the dominant script for scholarly writings in Korea after 1919 [Lee, 1984, 192–
193, 336–338; Eckert et al., 1990, 222–225, 289–296].
4 J.-M. Ying 英家銘ments in his mathematical work [Kim, 1985, vol. 2, 2].6 In China, The Nine Chapters,
along with several other ancient mathematical texts, was recovered in the late 18th cen-
tury.7 The text was reintroduced to Korea only much later, in the mid-19th century.
Shortly after this reintroduction, Nam Pyong-Gil published his Kujang sulhae in 1864
[Jun, 2006, 498–499]. One original copy of this work can be found in the library of Seoul
National University, but the version I use is from the reprint in Volume Six of the
Hanguk Kwahak Kisul Sa Charyo Taekye: Suhak P’yong 韓國科學技術史資料大系：数
學篇 (Collection of Source Materials for Korean History of Science and Technology:
Mathematics Section), compiled by Kim Yong-Un in 1985.
A reader glancing through the Kujang sulhae for the ﬁrst time might note the presence of
Liu Hui’s preface, but not his or Li Chunfeng’s commentaries.8 Nam’s decision to discard
the earlier commentaries and replace them with his own, rather than appending the latter, is
rare among premodern scholars in Korea or China.9 One might therefore wonder how
Nam considered the original Jiuzhang suanshu. Did he see it as a mathematical text from
which one could learn mathematics, as a historical document to be explained to a contem-
porary reader, or something else? If he did not employ the methods found in the earlier
commentaries, then what mathematical knowledge did he use to explain the problems?
Why did he use that knowledge instead of the methods of Liu and Li? These are the issues
I intend to discuss in this paper.
In what follows, I will ﬁrst describe the mathematical traditions of the Choson Dynasty,
especially those available to Korean scholars in the ﬁrst half of the 19th century. I will then
brieﬂy introduce Choson society and the career of Nam Pyong-Gil. This will be followed by
a discussion of the contents of the Kujang sulhae focusing on the explanations and commen-
tary. From the analysis of Nam’s commentary, I hope to reveal Nam’s mathematical
knowledge, his style of writing mathematical argumentation, and the extent to which he
adopted European mathematics. I will also discuss his views on The Nine Chapters in rela-
tion to what had become the mathematical canon in Qing China—the Shuli jingyun.2. Chinese mathematical texts and mathematical tradition in the Choson Dynasty
The Choson Dynasty inherited much of the mathematical tradition of the previous
dynasty, the Koryo高麗 (918–1392). During the Koryo Dynasty, advanced Chinese mathe-6 The source of the fragments of The Nine Chapters in Cho’s work is unclear. It is possible that
although the full text of The Nine Chapters was lost before Cho’s time, some of its problems and
solutions survived in the collective memory of some mathematicians or in earlier mathematical
work. For a discussion of the problems related to The Nine Chapters in Cho’s text, see [Hong,
2002b].
7 On the recovery of the Jiuzhang suanshu in China, see [Li and Du, 1987, 226–230].
8 Liu Hui 劉徽 (ﬂ. c. 263) is considered by historians of mathematics as the most important
commentator on The Nine Chapters, completing his commentary in 263 A.D.; Li Chunfeng李淳風
(602–670) was the chief editor of the mathematical canons used as textbooks in the Imperial
Academy of his time. See [Guo, 1995; Guo and Liu, 2001].
9 In fact, among all the premodern Chinese and Korean commentaries on The Nine Chapters that
survive until this century, the Kujang sulhae is the only one that completely discarded the
explanations by Liu Hui and Li Chunfeng. The Kujang sulhae is the only commentary on The Nine
Chapters that was originally written by a Korean scholar and can still be found today. As for a
detailed discussion of Chinese commentaries on The Nine Chapters, refer to Guo [2004, 551–586],
Chemla and Guo [2004, 57–69].
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duced into Korea. In particular, the Yang Hui suanfa楊輝算法 (Yang Hui’s Mathematical
Methods, 1275), the Suanxue qimeng 算學啟蒙 (Introduction to Mathematical Studies,
1299), and the Xiangming suanfa詳明算法 (Detailed and Explicit Mathematical Methods,
1373), three key texts in mathematical activity during the Choson Dynasty, were introduced
in the late Koryo period [Jun, 2006, 478].
King Sejong (r. 1418–1450), of the Choson Dynasty, who was interested in develop-
ing mathematical and astronomical learning, reformed the civil service examination sys-
tem. In the mathematics section, the newly required texts for examination included the
three texts mentioned above [Kim and Kim, 1978, 185; Jun, 2006, 479; Li et al., 1999,
75]. As a result, the mathematical methods introduced in these three works made up
some of the most important elements of Korean mathematics during the whole Choson
Dynasty. The three texts were reprinted, widely circulated, and studied by mathemati-
cians in later centuries [Li et al., 1999, 80–81]. This can be seen, for instance, from
the section-by-section correspondence between the Suanxue qimeng and Kyong
Son-Jing’s 慶善徵 (1616–?) Moksajip sanbop 默思集算法 (Mathematical Methods in
the Silent Thinking Collection, late 17th century). Also, the content of the Yang Hui
suanfa was quoted or mentioned in Korean mathematical texts written by Ch’oe
Sok-Chong, Kyong Son-Jing, Cho Tae-Gu, and Hwang Yun-Sok 黃胤錫 (1729–1791)
[Guo, 2009, 31, 170–176].
Besides inﬂuences from traditional Chinese mathematics of the Song-Yuan period, there
was also indirect inﬂuence from European mathematics. In the early 17th century, the
Chinese began to learn European science and mathematics introduced by missionaries
and incorporated these into translations and into their own works. However, Korean schol-
ars before the late 19th century rarely had the opportunity to study Western learning
directly from European scholars or missionaries. Rather, they learned through the Chinese
sources incorporating Western knowledge. During the 17th century, several such mathe-
matical treatises were brought to Korea, most of them either written by European mission-
aries or translated from European languages into Chinese. They included the following
[Jun, 2006, 487; Guo, 2009, 314–320]:
 Jihe yuanben幾何原本 (Elements of Geometry, 1607), translated by Matteo Ricci (1552–
1610) and Xu Guangqi徐光啟 (1562–1633). This is a translation of the ﬁrst six books of
Christopher Clavius’s edition of Euclid’s Elements.
 Celiang fayi 測量法義 (Method and Meaning of Measurement, 1608), by Ricci and Xu
Guangqi.
 Tongwen suanzhi同文算指 (Rules of Calculation Common to Cultures, 1613), compiled
by Ricci and Li Zhizao李之藻 (1565–1630). The work is based in part on their transla-
tion of Clavius’s Epitome arithmeticae practicae (1583).
 Chousuan 籌算 (Rod Calculation, 1628), written by Giacomo Rho (1593–1638).
 Dace 大測 (Great Measuring, 1631), written by Joannes Terrenz (1576–1630).
 Jihe yaofa 幾何要法 (Important Methods of Geometry, 1631), written by Giulio Aleni
(1582–1649).
However, none of these was as inﬂuential on Korean mathematics in the late 18th and
19th centuries as the Yu zhi shuli jingyun 御製數理精蘊 (Essential Principles of Mathe-
matics, Imperially Composed, 1723), from here on abbreviated as Shuli jingyun.
6 J.-M. Ying 英家銘The Shuli jingyun is the mathematical section of the Lu¨li yuanyuan律曆淵源 (Source of
Pitch-Pipes and the Calendar), a great compendium of mathematics, astronomy, and musi-
cal harmony. The creation of the Lu¨li yuanyuan was part of Kangxi’s policy of appropri-
ation of Western knowledge. In 1713, a group of young scholars versed in mathematics
was brought together in the newly founded Oﬃce of Mathematics (Suanxue guan 算學
館) under the imperial patronage of the Kangxi 康熙 emperor (r. 1662–1722). The main
purpose of the Oﬃce was to compile the Lu¨li yuanyuan. The Oﬃce was supervised by Prince
Yinzhi胤祉 (1677–1732), Kangxi’s third son, and the mathematicians He Guozong何國宗
(?–1766) and Mei Juecheng 梅瑴成 (1681–1763) were the main editors of the whole com-
pendium [Jami and Han, 2003, 104–105; Jami, 2002, 39–42]. Eventually the Shuli jingyun
was composed as a synthesis of all the Chinese and European mathematical knowledge that
was available to Kangxi himself and to his court mathematicians [Jami, 1994a, 205; Jami,
2004, 92–93].10 Soon after its publication in 1723, the Shuli jingyun became the most impor-
tant source for Chinese scholars who were interested in Western mathematics. In fact, it
remained a compulsory text for mathematical instruction until the 1850s [Horng, 1993, 34].
I will brieﬂy discuss here the two points concerning the content of the Shuli jingyun that
are most relevant to Nam Pyong-Gil’s commentary. The ﬁrst point concerns the second to
fourth juan (chapter) of its First Part (上編). These three juan are divided into subsections
entitled “Jihe yuanben (Elements of Geometry) juan one,” “juan two,” and so on [Kangxi,
1993, 22–141]. However, the term “Jihe yuanben” here does not refer to the Elements that
had been translated by Ricci and Xu. It is actually taken from lecture notes written by the
French Jesuits Jean-Francois Gerbillon (1654–1707) and Joachim Bouvet (1656–1730)
when they taught mathematics to Kangxi in the 1690s. These notes were in turn based
on the French geometry textbook Ele´mens de Ge´ome´trie by the Jesuit Ignace-Gaston
Pardies (1636–1673) [Han, 1993, 1–2; Pardies, 1671].
Pardies’s intention with the text was clear from its full title: “Elements of Geometry, in
which by a short and easy method one can learn all one should know about Euclid,
Archimedes, Apollonius, and the most beautiful inventions of ancient and new geometers.”
And he points out in his preface the diﬃculties in studying Euclid: “one of the things that
make the reading of Euclid. . . diﬃcult and boring, is that in the rigorous exactness that they
have put to let nothing that can be proved pass without proof, easy as it may seem other-
wise, it often happens that what would have been clear if one had been content with pro-
posing it to the mind, as it naturally appears, becomes diﬃcult and embarrassed, when one
wants to reduce it to demonstration” [Jami, 1996, 187–188]. And indeed many propositions
were simply stated without any justiﬁcation, because “they naturally appeared clear.”
Gerbillon and Bouvet made good use of Pardies’s pedagogy and criticism in their lecture
notes. In fact, the preface to the Chinese edition of their lecture notes begins as follows:
“The Jihe yuanben. . . written by Li Madou (Matteo Ricci) is unclear in its method of com-
position (文法). It is diﬃcult to elucidate what comes later from what comes ﬁrst. Therefore
[we have made] another translation.”11 Thus the style of argumentation in the lecture notes,10 The broad synthesis of all available mathematical knowledge, both handed down from the
Chinese tradition and imported from late Renaissance Europe, was begun by Mei Juecheng’s
grandfather Mei Wending梅文鼎 (1633–1721) [Jami, 1994b, 160]. This synthesis also inﬂuenced the
compilation of the Shuli jingyun through Mei Juecheng.
11
台北國家圖書館善本書號 06399卷一頁一 (Taipei, National Central Library, Rare book ms. no.
06399, juan 1, fol. 1). I am grateful to Dr. Catherine Jami for bringing this paragraph to my
attention.
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the style of argumentation in Nam’s work, as will be shown later in this paper.
The second point of relevance to Nam’s commentary concerns the calculation of propor-
tions. The Chinese word for “proportion,” bili 比例, was ﬁrst coined by Ricci and Xu in
their translation of the Elements. In the third to eighth juan of the Second Part (下編) of
the Shuli jingyun, various methods for solving problems by means of proportions are intro-
duced, and the term bili is used throughout [Kangxi, 1993, 329–367]. The same methods
and similar problems can be found in another set of lecture notes composed by the French
Jesuit Antoine Thomas (1644–1709): the Suanfa zuanyao zonggang 算法纂要總綱 (Outline
of the Essentials of Calculation, 1690s or 1700s), which is based on the Synopsis mathe-
matica (1685) also written by Thomas [Jami and Han, 2003, 96–98; Gugong Bowuyuan,
2000, 177–186].
One of the methods, for ﬁnding an unknown number in a simple proportional problem
by means of the Rule of Three, found both in these lecture notes and in the Shuli jingyun, is
described as “Four Lu¨ Proportion” (silu¨ bili四率比例) or the “Four Lu¨Method” (silu¨ fa四
率法): [the proportion of] the ﬁrst lu¨ to the second lu¨ is equal to [that of] the third lu¨ to the
fourth lu¨ 一率比二率即如三率比四率 [Kangxi, 1993, 228], or in modern notation,
l1 : l2 ¼ l3 : l4. The term lu¨ has complex meanings. In The Nine Chapters, it may refer to
certain types of numbers deﬁned for use as a norm, or it may refer to any number in a series
of numbers that are deﬁned in relation to one another. Detailed discussions of this term can
be found in Li [1992, 136–185], Chemla and Guo [2004, 135–136, 956–959], Martzloﬀ [1997,
196]. It is believed that because the character 率 was used in this way in ancient Chinese
mathematics to refer to numbers in a series of numbers in relation to one another, it was
used to describe proportions in the Shuli jingyun.
The Chinese version of the Rule of Three, in the application of which the concept of lu¨
plays a role, can be found in Chapter 2 of The Nine Chapters, and is named the “Jinyou
Procedure” 今有術. This chapter discusses problems about the exchange of commodities
at diﬀerent rates. It begins with a list of diﬀerent grains and grain products, to each of
which a lu¨ is assigned. For instance, 50 is assigned to millet (su 粟), 30 to hulled millet
(li mi 糲米), and 27 to milled millet (bai mi 粺米). Then it gives the Jinyou Procedure:As an example, in the ﬁrst problem of Chapter 2, 1 dou斗 of millet is given and required
to be exchanged for hulled millet. The procedure to ﬁnd the amount of hulled millet is 1
(the given number)  3 (the sought lu¨)/5 (the given lu¨).
As can be seen from the above discussion, the Four Lu¨ Method is clearly a synthesis of
the Western theory of proportions, the Chinese Rule of Three, and the Chinese concept of
lu¨. Nam’s use of the method will be discussed later in this paper.
The earliest record of the Shuli jingyun being brought to Korea dates from 1729, shortly
after its publication in China. This is as a result of the eﬀorts of the Choson government
and individual scholars to keep up with the latest scholarly and intellectual standards
[Jun, 2006, 483]. After its transmission, the Shuli jingyun was regarded as an essential ref-
erence for Korean scholars, and it became the most inﬂuential mathematical work in Korea
in the 18th and 19th centuries [Oh, 2004; Jun, 488]. In 1791, it was listed as one of the
required readings for calendrical astronomy oﬃcials [Kuksa P’yonch’an Wiwonhoe,
1955, vol. 46, 255], and by 1818, it had become one of the examination subjects for these
oﬃcials [Song, 1986, 336]. It is not hard to understand that, considering the level of impor-
8 J.-M. Ying 英家銘tance assigned to it by both the Qing Emperor and the Choson government, those who
wanted to study mathematics in Korea would put the Shuli jingyun on their reading list.
Having studied it, Korean scholars began to make notable contributions to mathematics
from the late 18th century on. Readers may refer to Jun [2006, 489–490] or Hong [2006]
for discussions about mathematicians of this period and their treatises.
From the discussion in this section, it is clear that the mathematical tradition of mid-19th-
century Korea, when Nam Pyong-Gil and his contemporaries were writing treatises and
commenting on Chinese works, was of two diﬀerent types. On the one hand, there was
the traditional Chinese mathematics from the Song-Yuan period, which had also been inte-
grated into earlier Korean mathematical works; on the other, there was the synthesis of
European and Chinese mathematics of the 18th and 19th centuries, mainly represented
by the Shuli jingyun.
3. A brief sketch of Nam Pyong-Gil’s biography and Choson society
Nam Pyong-Gil was a member of the Choson Dynasty ruling class called the yangban
兩班, the “two orders” of oﬃcialdom who served in the bureaucracy as civil or military oﬃ-
cials. They were exempt from the usual service obligations to the state, such as corve´e labor
and military duty. Based on the Confucian doctrine that study and the cultivation of one-
self must underlie the governing of others, the privilege that enabled them to become oﬃ-
cials took the place of other service obligations to the state. Although the sole profession of
the yangban was the holding of public oﬃce, they seldom occupied the technical posts that
were also components of the bureaucracy. Positions for medical oﬃcers, translator-inter-
preters, and specialists who needed to use mathematics—such as accountants or oﬃcers
in the astronomy and meteorology oﬃces—were all reserved for the chungin 中人 [Lee,
1984, 172–184]. Literally “middle people,” with a status between the ruling class and the
common people, they were the hereditary class of technical specialists living in the capital
[Lee, 1984, 250–251].
Nam Pyong-Gil and his elder brother, Nam Pyong-Chol 南秉哲 (1817–1863), both
served as high oﬃcials in the government. The posts Nam Pyong-Gil occupied included
Supervisor of the National Observatory, Deputy Minister of Personnel, and Minister of
Punishments. In 1862, he was even appointed to be one of the vice councilors of the State
Council (U˘ijongbu議政府), the highest organ of government [Horng, 2002; Kim, 1985, vol.
7, 1–3; Lee, 1984, 175].
Although the Nam brothers belonged to the ruling class, both were interested in mathe-
matical studies. Nam Pyong-Gil used to discuss mathematics with Yi Sang-Hyok 李尚爀
(1810 A.D.–?), a member of the chungin class. He became acquainted with Yi Sang-Hyok
when he was the deputy director of the National Observatory, in which many chungin
mathematicians served. Nam and Yi cooperated in writing their 258-folio mathematical
textbook, the Sanhak Chongu˘i 算學正義 (Rectifying the Meaning of Mathematics, 1867)
[Kim, 1985, vol. 7].
To promote mathematical studies, Nam sponsored the printing of mathematical trea-
tises, including those written by Yi Sang-Hyok and his own brother Nam Pyong-Chol
[Horng, 2002, 88]. This is one of the reasons that we can still ﬁnd the mathematical works
written by the Nam brothers and Yi at the present time.
Nam Pyong-Gil himself wrote a number of treatises on mathematics and astronomy.
Like other Korean literati of his time, he had a good command of Chinese and wrote
his works in that language. Many of his mathematical works were aimed at providing com-
Fig. 1. Table of contents of the Kujang sulhae [Nam, 1985a, 257].
Nam Pyoˇng-Gil’s reinterpretation of the Jiuzhang suanshu 9mentaries on Chinese texts and methods. In fact, after the recovery of many earlier Chinese
mathematical texts by the so-called Qian–Jia scholars during the reigns of the emperors
Qianlong 乾隆 (r. 1736–1795) and Jiaqing 嘉慶 (r. 1796–1820), the Nam brothers and Yi
commented on and published a total of eight titles related to these ancient texts. Here I
name only a few of these written by Nam Pyong-Gil: Chipgo yongdan 緝古演段 (Area
Pieces Development of [Wang Xiaotong’s] Jigu suanjing, 1854?), Muihae無異解 (Solutions
of No Diﬀerence [between “Tian Yuan Shu” and “Jie Gen Fang”], 1855), Yu ssi kugo sulyo
tohae劉氏勾股述要圖解 (Graphical Illustrations on Yu’s Gou GuMethod, 1860s), and the
topic of this article, the Kujang sulhae [Kim, 1985, vol. 6–7].12
4. The contents of the Kujang sulhae
The Kujang sulhae is divided into the same nine chapters as the Jiuzhang suanshu (see
Fig. 1). A brief description of the contents of the Jiuzhang suanshu will therefore suﬃce
to give the reader a general idea of Nam’s work [see, for instance, Li and Du, 1987, 33–34]:12 The Chipgo yongdan is Nam’s commentary on the Chinese mathematician–astronomer Wang
Xiaotong’s 王孝通 (ﬂ. c. 623–626) Jigu suanjing 緝古算經 (Continuation of Ancient Mathematics,
early seventh century). For an analysis of the Chipgo yongdan, see [Zhang, 2005]. The translation of
“演段” as “area pieces development” follows the French translation in Horiuchi [2000]. The Muihae
is Nam’s comparison between two algebraic methods, the “Tian Yuan method” 天元術, which is a
general way to solve equations of higher degrees and was developed no later than the 13th century in
China, and the “Jie Gen Fang” 借根方 (borrowing root and power), which is a method introduced
by the Jesuits in the late 17th century. From the title it is obvious that he believed that there was no
diﬀerence between the two methods. For this work, see [Hong, 2000]. The Yu ssi kugo sulyo tohae
solely discusses problems about right-angled triangles. Those problems were originally collected in a
book by a Korean person whose family name was Yu 劉, and Nam believed the problems arose
from a discussion that took place in Korea between a Chinese and a Korean mathematician in the
18th century, which was recorded in another Korean mathematical text. Nam used many diagrams
that resemble those in European texts to help readers understand his arguments. The style of his
diagrams will be discussed later in this paper, and a discussion of the Yu ssi kugo sulyo tohae can be
found in Horng [2002].
10 J.-M. Ying 英家銘Chapter 1: “Field measurement” (Fang tian 方田)
The central theme of this chapter is the calculation of the areas of ﬁelds of various
shapes, including rectangular, triangular and circular ﬁelds; this chapter also contains
a detailed discussion of computations with fractions.
Chapter 2: “Millet and rice” (Su mi 粟米)
Deals with various problems about the exchange of commodities at diﬀerent rates, and
problems of pricing.
Chapter 3: “Proportional distribution” (Cui fen 衰分)
Discusses methods of proportional distribution of commodities and money.
Chapter 4: “The lesser breadth” (Shao guang 少廣)
Discusses division by mixed fractions, extraction of square and cube roots, ﬁnding the
circumference of a circle when the area is given, and ﬁnding the diameter of a sphere
when the volume is given.
Chapter 5: “Construction consultations” (Shang gong 商功)
Deals with the volumes of various polyhedra, most of which are used for
construction.
Chapter 6: “Equitable transport” (Jun shu 均輸)
Deals with the distribution of grain and corve´e labor in the best way according to pop-
ulation sizes in diﬀerent places and the distances between these places. These are more
advanced problems on proportion.
Chapter 7: “Excess and deﬁcit” (Ying buzu 盈不足)13
Deals with linear problems solved with a principle known in the West as the “Rule of
False Position.”
Chapter 8: “The rectangular array” (Fang chen 方程)
Discusses problems of several unknowns, solved by a principle similar to Gaussian elim-
ination. Also discusses the methods of addition and subtraction of positive and negative
numbers.
Chapter 9: “Base and altitude” (Gou gu 勾股)13 In the Kujang sulhae, although the name of Chapter 7 in the list of contents is Ying buzu, the title
of the chapter in the main text is Ying nu¨盈朒, which has the same meaning. The two titles appear in
diﬀerent versions of The Nine Chapters circulating in China.
Fig. 2. The ﬁrst page of the Kujang sulhae.
Nam Pyoˇng-Gil’s reinterpretation of the Jiuzhang suanshu 11Discusses the Pythagorean Theorem and various problems about right-angled triangles.
A procedure for solving problems equivalent to quadratic equations is also introduced.
In each chapter, the format of the Kujang sulhae is an almost exact copy of that of The
Nine Chapters. Every chapter mainly consists of a number of problems, each of which is
introduced by “Now there is. . .,” jin you 今有, or “Further there is. . .,” you you 又有, if
more than one problem of the same type is given. The result always comes after da yue
答曰, “The answer says,” and the computational procedure (sometimes given at the end
of a group of similar problems) is always introduced by shu yue 術曰, “The procedure
says.”14 Nam Pyong-Gil places his explanations after the procedures. Fig. 2 shows the ﬁrst
page of Chapter 1. The ﬁrst column states “The Kujang sulhae, Juan One,” and the second,
“Explained by Nam Pyong-Gil from U˘iryong 宜寧.”15 The full-size characters in the
remaining columns list the original contents of The Nine Chapters. This page includes
two questions, two answers, and one procedure after the second answer. The smaller char-
acters are Nam Pyong-Gil’s explanations for the meaning of the chapter title and for the
procedure for these problems.14 Actually, Nam Pyong-Gil copied all the problems in The Nine Chapters except one from the
fourth chapter. The ﬁrst 11 problems in this chapter are of the same type, for instance, “Given a ﬁeld
whose width is 1þ 12þ    þ 1n bu步, and whose area is 1 mu畝, ﬁnd its length.” In these 11 problems
n runs from 2 to 12. Nam Pyong-Gil skipped the problem in which n = 11. It is quite possible he did
not realize that he had omitted it, due to the similarity of the problems.
15 U˘iryong is a county in southern Korea.
12 J.-M. Ying 英家銘In some cases, Nam’s explanations parallel those of Liu Hui and Li Chunfeng. The only
instances where Nam copies Liu Hui’s exact words are the explanations under the chapter
titles, such as those under the title Fang tian in Fig. 2. Sometimes he gives an argument sim-
ilar to Liu’s and Li’s but using diﬀerent wording, such as in his explanations for the prob-
lems about fractional arithmetic in Chapter 1. In many other cases, however, he uses
methods completely diﬀerent from those of the two earlier commentators, such as in the
proof of the Pythagorean Theorem or the procedure for calculating the volume of a sphere,
which will be discussed later in this paper.
Nam explains his reasons for writing the Kujang sulhae in the postface of the book. The
translation of the most relevant part reads as follows:16 九
所以啟The Nine Chapters was the ﬁrst ancestor of mathematics. Liu Hui commentated on it and
Li Chunfeng explained it. However, there are still many places that are not clear. Perhaps
[Liu Hui and Li Chunfeng] provided great methods but hid the key to ﬁnding their ratio-
nale. Commentaries and explanations are for [one] to use to open up future readers’
[understanding], but in the end [the previous ones] could not reveal enough clues. There-
fore I have explained it [The Nine Chapters] according to the original procedures, to
bring to light one ten-thousandth of its [meaning]. I dare not [say I can] enlighten those
who have not yet understood [the text]. I only hope to make it easier for those who would
like to study it [Nam, 1985a, 495].16It is obvious from this postface that Nam was not satisﬁed with the commentaries by Liu
and Li, and this was deﬁnitely one of the reasons that he did not include them in his work
and attached only his own explanations to each problem and procedure. The analysis below
of Nam’s own commentaries will make clearer other reasons that he did this, and how he
adjusted the explanations that he was not satisﬁed with.
5. An analysis of Nam Pyong-Gil’s commentary
In what follows I will illustrate several essential features of Nam Pyong-Gil’s explana-
tions and commentary: (1) he uses the synthesis of European and Chinese mathematics
found in the Shuli jingyun to explain The Nine Chapters; (2) his style of commentary is
to give quick and easy explanations that appeal to intuition, in which he was inﬂuenced
by Pardies’ Ele´mens; and (3) he avoids the use of the methods of inﬁnitesimals and limits
provided in Liu Hui’s and Li Chunfeng’s commentaries. These features give us an indica-
tion of Nam’s purpose in writing his commentary and of his views on The Nine Chapters.
5.1. Explanation of The Nine Chapters with a synthesis of Chinese and European mathematics
The use of the synthesis of Chinese and European mathematical concepts and methods
introduced in the Shuli jingyun to explain The Nine Chapters is a prominent feature of
Nam’s commentary. Examples of this can be found in each chapter in the Kujang Sulhae.
For instance, most procedures in Chapters 2, 3, 6, and 7 are explained by Nam with the
method called “Four Lu¨ Proportion.”
As mentioned before, Chapter 2 of The Nine Chapters begins with a list of diﬀerent
grains and grain products, to each of which a lu¨ is assigned, and then it presents the Jinyou章算術數學之鼻祖也劉徽注之李淳風釋之然俱多未曉處抑或繡出鴛鴦而藏其金針之義歟注釋
來者而終莫能端倪故余因原術解之發明其萬一未敢為覺後覺而使好學者庶其易曉云爾.
Nam Pyoˇng-Gil’s reinterpretation of the Jiuzhang suanshu 13Procedure. In his commentary on this procedure, Nam recognizes that the Four Lu¨ Propor-
tion method and the Jinyou Procedure are actually the same method. However, he uses the
terminology from the Shuli jingyun (such as bili, the ﬁrst lu¨, the second lu¨) instead of that of
the Jinyou Procedure. In many cases, he explains the original procedures by assigning
known numbers to three of the four lu¨s in order to ﬁnd the fourth one. He also uses this
method to solve a wider range of problems, such as those in Chapter 7, Excess and deﬁcit.
The ﬁrst problem in this chapter is a good example of this [Nam, 1985a, 425; Guo, 1995,
19–20]:今有共買物人出八盈三出七不足四問人數物價各幾何
答曰七人 物價五十三
Now there is a case of common purchase of something. If each person pays 8, the excess
is 3; if each person pays 7, the deﬁcit is 4. Question: how much are the number of people
and the price of the thing?
The answer says: 7 people, and the price of the thing is 53.The procedure is given only after the fourth problem, since the ﬁrst four problems are of
the same type. In modern notation, the procedure given in The Nine Chapters is that, if
everyone paying A will result in excess a and everyone paying B will result in deﬁcit b, then
each person should pay AbþBaaþb . The number of people (p) is
aþb
AB, and the price is pA a or
pBþ b. At the beginning of Nam’s explanation for the ﬁrst problem, he states [Nam,
1985a, 425]以出八出七相減餘一為一率一人為二率盈三不足四相加共七為三率求得四率七即為人數
Take the diﬀerence between paying 8 and paying 7, which is 1, as the ﬁrst lu¨; take one
person as the second lu¨; take the sum of excess 3 and deﬁcit 4, which is 7, as the third
lu¨; then you can ﬁnd the fourth lu¨, which is 7. This is the number of people.As we see, Nam explains the problems of excess and deﬁcit with a method that synthe-
sizes the ancient Chinese concept of lu¨ and the European theory of proportions. This
approach was ﬁrst introduced in Antoine Thomas’s lecture notes and then integrated into
the Shuli jinyun.
Interestingly, when using the Four Lu¨ Proportion method, Nam never really gives the
calculation process of ﬁnding the fourth lu¨ by multiplying the second and the third lu¨s
and then dividing the product by the ﬁrst. He usually assigns three known numbers to
the ﬁrst three lu¨s, and then says that the fourth can be found as in the previous example.
A plausible explanation is that he assumes his readers to be familiar with the contents of
the Shuli jinyun.
As another example, Nam uses similar triangles to prove the Pythagorean Theorem, and
the terminology he uses is from the Shuli jingyun, not from Ricci and Xu’s Jihe yuanben.
Ancient Chinese mathematicians did not prove the theorem in this way. For instance,
Liu Hui used the idea of the “out–in complementary principle” (churu xiangbu 出入相
補) to show that the sum of the area of the squares on the orthogonal sides of a right-angled
triangle is equal to that on the hypotenuse. Basically what Liu did was to cut the two
squares on the orthogonal sides into several pieces, and rearrange them as the square on
the hypotenuse [e.g., Guo, 1995, 185–186]. Here I will give the translation of Nam’s proof
in Chapter 9 [Nam, 1985a, 467]. The two orthogonal sides of a right-angled triangle are
called “base” (gou 勾) and “altitude” (gu 股), and a right-angled triangle is called a “base
and altitude shape” (gouguxing 勾股形). Fig. 3a is the diagram Nam gives along with his
proof. For convenience it is duplicated with Latin letters in Fig. 3b.
Fig. 3. (a) Nam Pyong-Gil’s diagram for the Pythagorean theorem; (b) a duplication of Nam













[. . .] As in the diagram. ABC [is] a base and altitude shape. Construct a perpendicular
line BJ to make two similar base and altitude shapes AJB and BJC. Then AJ is the mid-
dle altitude, and AB is the large altitude, which is also the middle hypotenuse. The rect-
angular area of AJKH, which is the middle altitude multiplied by the large hypotenuse,
must be equal to the square area on the altitude, ABGF, which is the large altitude mul-
tiplied by the middle hypotenuse.17 In addition, JC is the small base and BC is the large
base, which is also the small hypotenuse. The rectangular area of JCIK, which is the
small base multiplied by the large hypotenuse, must be equal to the square area on
the base, BCDE, which is the large base multiplied by the small hypotenuse. Combining
the two rectangles, it is the square area on the hypotenuse, ACIH.Basically, what Nam writes is that DAJB  DBJC. (Nam does not spell out that the two
triangles are similar to the original DABC, but uses this fact in his demonstration.) Since
DABC  DAJB, we have AJ  AC ¼ AB AB (middle altitude multiplied by the large
hypotenuse is equal to the large altitude multiplied by the middle hypotenuse); since
DABC  DBJC, we have JC  AC ¼ BC  BC (the small base multiplied by the large hypot-
enuse is the large base multiplied by the small hypotenuse). So AB2 þ BC2 ¼ AJ  ACþ
JC  AC ¼ AJKH þ JCIK ¼ ACIH ¼ AC2. This method using similar triangles is exactly
how Pardies’s Ele´mens, and in turn the Jesuits’ lecture notes and the Shuli jingyun, prove
the Pythagorean Theorem [Pardies, 1671, 85–86; Kangxi, 1993, 93].18
The reader may notice that Nam uses the term tongshixing 同式形 (literally “shapes of
the same form”) instead of xiangsixing相似形 (literally “shapes that resemble each other”)ranslate “ji” 積 as “area” and “mi” 冪 as “square area.” These two terms are quite diﬃcult to
late into diﬀerent modern English terms. In fact, even Liu Hui and Li Chunfeng had diﬀerent
ons about these terms. In their commentaries to the very ﬁrst procedure of Chapter 1 in The
Chapters, Liu used “tianmi”田冪 (the mi of a ﬁeld) to explain ji, but Li believed the two terms
completely diﬀerent [Chemla and Guo, 2004, 153]. I translate them according to their
ematical meaning in this context.
e also 台北國家圖書館善本書號 06399 卷六頁六八 - 六九 (Taipei, National Central Library,
book ms. no. 06399, juan 6, fol. 68–69).
Nam Pyoˇng-Gil’s reinterpretation of the Jiuzhang suanshu 15to describe “similar shapes.” “Similar shapes” was originally rendered as “xiangsixing” in
Ricci and Xu’s translation of the Elements, but the term Gerbillon and Bouvet used in their
lecture notes was “tongshixing.”19 So this term naturally went into the Shuli jingyun and
was then used by Korean mathematicians.
Another trace of European inﬂuence in Nam’s geometrical terminology can be seen in his
use of nouns such as sanjiaoxing三角形 (triangle) and zhijiao sanjiaoxing直角三角形 (right-
angled triangle), both of which appear in the Shuli jingyun [e.g., Guo, 1993, 3–28]. Nam
actually only uses these two terms a few times in his “graphical explanation of the area of
a circle” (see below). The absence of the word “triangle” in early Chinese mathematics is
evidenced in the literature [e.g., Cullen, 1996, 77–79; Raphals, 2002, 42–45]. The “isosceles
triangle” is actually called the “tablet-shaped ﬁeld” (gui tian圭田) in Chapter 1 of The Nine
Chapters [e.g., Guo and Liu, 2001, 90]. And the “right-angled triangle” is called the “base
and altitude shape” in ancient China, as seen in the title of Chapter 9 of The Nine Chapters
and in related problems in the Yang Hui suanfa. As for triangles that have no right interior
angle and whose three sides are all of diﬀerent lengths, these are rarely discussed anywhere in
ancient Chinese mathematical texts, except in a 13th-century text that calls them “a piece of
sand ﬁeld with three oblique sides” (沙田一段有三斜) [Guo, 1993, 1–497].20
Thus, before the introduction of Western mathematics, Chinese and Korean mathemat-
ics did not use a category of geometrical diagrams that is equivalent to the modern category
of triangle. Most of the time Nam follows the ancient Chinese and Korean terminology and
uses the term “base and altitude shape” in his commentary for Chapter 9, and he does not
use the term sanjiaoxing in his explanation about the “tablet-shaped ﬁeld.” However, his
“graphical explanation of the area of a circle” (圓面積圖說) at the end of the ﬁrst chapter






If the radii of a circle measures equal with the smaller side of a right-angled triangle, and
the circumference of the circle measures equal with the larger side of the triangle, then
the area of the right-angled triangle and the area of the circle are equal to one another.In this sentence, Nam uses the terms zhijiao sanjiaoxing and sanjiaoxing, which are dif-
ferent from the traditional terms in The Nine Chapters. Even more interestingly, the second
time Nam mentions the right-angled triangle in this sentence he uses merely sanjiaoxing,
instead of zhijiao sanjiaoxing, to refer to it. This means that he at least unconsciously
believes that the “base and altitude shape” belongs to the category of the “triangle.” This
is diﬀerent from the classiﬁcations in the Yang Hui suanfa, in which the gui tian and the gou
gu tian勾股田 (base-and-altitude-shaped ﬁeld) are two diﬀerent types of ﬁeld and are given
two distinct procedures for calculating their area [Kodama, 1966, Appendix, 87–88].21
Another inﬂuence from the Shuli jingyun that can be seen in Nam’s commentary con-
cerns the diagrams that he uses. There is a qualitative diﬀerence between the way diagrams
were traditionally used in China and Korea, and the way they were used under European
inﬂuence from the 17th century onwards. In short, ﬁgures in ancient Chinese mathematicalid., folio 45.
is 13th-century text is the Shushu jiuzhang數書九章 (Mathematical Treatise in Nine Chapters),
n by Qin Jiushao 秦九韶 (1202–1261).
se this version of the Yang Hui suanfa because it circulated in the early period of the Choson
sty. It was printed in 1433 by a local oﬃcial in Korea [Kodama, 1966, 32].
Fig. 4. The initial (a) and ﬁnal (b) stages of rearrangement.
16 J.-M. Ying 英家銘texts focused on the rearrangement of the mathematical objects the diagrams represent,
instead of on the structure of the mathematical objects themselves. One of the diﬀerences
between Nam’s work and more ancient ones is exactly the way he draws and uses diagrams.
In ancient Chinese mathematics, diagrams are sometimes colored, and diﬀerent parts of
a diagram may be rearranged to prove a desired result [e.g., Chemla, 1994; Shen, 1999, 85;
Volkov, 2007].22 A common example of diagram rearrangement is the method of “comple-
menting the void with the excess” (yi ying bu xu以盈補虛) and the “out–in complementary
principle” mentioned earlier. In many proofs of area calculation procedures in the Yang
Hui suanfa, we can see that at ﬁrst the diagram of the shape whose area needs to be com-
puted is shown, such as the gui tian in Fig. 4a, and then a second, rearranged form of the
same diagram is given, in which some parts of the original shape have been cut out, moved,
or attached to another part of the ﬁgure, such as in Fig. 4b [Kodama, 1966, Appendix, 87].
This example demonstrates how the original triangular ﬁeld is rearranged into a rectan-
gular ﬁeld, so it follows from this diagram that the area is “half-width multiplied by straight
length” (半廣以乘正從). Thus the equivalence of two diagrams provides the proof for the
algorithm.
Let us take a closer look at all three diagrams Nam draws in the Kujang sulhae. The ﬁrst
one, Fig. 5a, is part of his “graphical explanation of the area of a circle.” The diagram is
nearly identical to its counterpart, Fig. 5b, in the Shuli jingyun [Kangxi, 1993, 49–50].
The second diagram in the Kujang sulhae is Fig. 3a, used in the proof of the Pythagorean
Theorem. The diagram and the method of proof are similar to those in the Shuli jingyun.
Nam also uses the same approach and a similar diagram to prove the Pythagorean
Theorem in his Yu ssi kugo sulyo tohae [Nam, 1985b, 10].22 According to Volkov [2007], the diagrams (tu 圖) in ancient Chinese mathematical texts usually
focused on the representation of general patterns of the transformations of objects rather than on the
structure of the objects themselves, as in Euclidean geometry.
Fig. 5. Nam’s diagram (a) and the diagram in the Shuli jingyun (b) for the area of a circle.
Nam Pyoˇng-Gil’s reinterpretation of the Jiuzhang suanshu 17The third diagram, Fig. 6a, appears in the twelfth problem of Chapter 9 [Nam, 1985a,
483]. The problem asks the reader to ﬁnd the three sides of a right-angled triangle, given
the diﬀerences between the hypotenuse and two legs, respectively. A similar diagram,
Fig. 6b, and an essentially identical solution are again found in the Shuli jingyun [Kangxi,
1993, 478–479].
So what is distinctive about Nam’s use of diagrams? The three diagrams in the Kujang
sulhae, along with many in his other works such as the 18 ﬁgures in the Yu ssi kugo sulyo
tohae, adopted a distinctive mark of Euclidean geometry: the lettering of diagrams.23 Each
vertex in a diagram is labeled with a letter to help describe diﬀerent parts of the mathe-
matical object in the argumentation of the desired results. In Ricci and Xu’s Jihe yuanben,
letters have been replaced by the 10 “Heavenly Stems” (tiangan天干:甲,乙,丙,丁,. . .) and
12 “Earthly Branches” (dizhi地支:子,丑,寅,卯,. . .). This is done systematically and con-
sistently through the whole work [Engelfriet, 1998, 145]. Geometrical diagrams in the Shuli
jingyun also adopted this practice of lettering.Fig. 6. (a) The diagram for the 12th problem of Chapter 9 in The Nine Chapters and (b) the diagram
for the corresponding problem in the Shuli jingyun.
23 Readers may refer to Netz [1999] for an extensive discussion about diagrams in Greek
mathematics.
Fig. 7. A diagram in Cho Tae-Gu’s text, with labeled line segments.
18 J.-M. Ying 英家銘Traditional Chinese and Korean geometrical diagrams sometimes have labeling on them,
too. However, the labeled parts are mostly areas or line segments. Let us take a look at an
example. Fig. 7 is an 18th-century diagram by Cho Tae-Gu, who lived not long before
Nam’s time. This diagram is also used to help solve a problem related to right-angled tri-
angles. As can be seen, many of the line segments are labeled with lengths such as the “39
chi” (三十九尺) on the right, or with names such as the “big altitude” (大股) on the left.
From the discussion in the last several paragraphs, we can see that the way diagrams are
used by Nam and in the Shuli jingyun is clearly diﬀerent from the way diagrams were used
in earlier Chinese and Korean mathematical texts: Nam’s diagrams, which have lettered
vertices and do not involve rearrangements, are more similar to those used in Euclidean
geometry.
In this section several examples have been provided to illustrate how Nam Pyong-Gil
used a synthesis of European and traditional Chinese mathematics involving, for example,
the Four Lu¨ Proportion method to explain The Nine Chapters, and that his diagrams
resemble more those in European sources than those in East Asian ones. We have seen that
his main source of reference was the Shuli jingyun, many parts of which were based on three
Jesuits’ lecture notes for the Emperor’s mathematics lessons.5.2. Quick and easy explanations that appeal to intuition
As discussed in the previous section, Nam Pyong-Gil’s use of diagrams and terminology
were inﬂuenced by Pardies’s Ele´mens through the French Jesuits’ lecture notes and the Shuli
jingyun. In this section I shall give further examples to show that also Nam’s style of
argumentation resembles that of Pardies and the Jesuits, who often gave easy and quick
explanations that appealed to the readers’ intuition.
In Chapter 5 of the Kujang sulhae, there are two problems on ﬁnding the volume of a
yangma 陽馬 and a bienao 鼈臑. These two polyhedra are shown in Fig. 8: A yangma is
a pyramid with a rectangular base and one lateral edge perpendicular to the base; a bienao
is another kind of pyramid with a right-triangular base and one lateral edge (but not that at
the right-angled vertex of the base) perpendicular to the base [Wagner, 1979, 166–167].
Their respective volumes are one-third and one-sixth of the product of length, width,
Fig. 8. Liu Hui’s division of a yangma and a bienao.






the p[. . .] 夫一正方體剖之得二壍堵一壍堵體剖之得一陽馬一鼈臑而一陽馬剖之又得二鼈臑
是陽馬體為壍堵體三分之二即為正方體三分之一而鼈臑體為壍堵體三分之一即為正方
體六分之一也乃合二鼈臑體成一陽馬體合三陽馬體成一正方體故三而一也
[. . .] Now [we have] one cube and cut it open, [and then we] obtain two qiandu.24 [We
have] one qiandu and cut it open, [and then we] obtain one yangma and one bienao.
And [we take this] one yangma and cut it open, [and then] again [we] obtain two bienao.
This yangma solid is two-thirds of a qiandu, which is one-third of a cube. And a bienao
solid is one-third of a qiandu, which is one-sixth of a cube. So [we] combine two bienao
solids to one yangma solid, and combine three yangma solids as one cube. Therefore [for
every] three [units, we count] one.25In summary, what Nam says here is that a cube can be seen as the combination of two
qiandu (triangular prisms), each of which is in turn the combination of a yangma and a
bienao. But a yangma can also be cut into two bienao, so one cube is equal to six bienao
or three yangma. Therefore a yangma is one-third of a cube.
As for the next procedure in The Nine Chapters for calculating the volume of a bienao,
Nam simply rephrases part of his proof for the yangma, and concludes that a bienao is one-
sixth of a cube.
Mathematically speaking, the yangma and bienao in Nam’s commentary must have equal
length, width, and height, for they are cut out from a cube. However, in the original prob-
lems in The Nine Chapters the length, width, and height were all diﬀerent.26 Therefore, these
two pieces of Nam’s commentary ask of the reader that he or she be able to apply the dem-
onstration of a special case—in fact, the simplest case—to general cases, appealing to his
intuition to convince him that the two procedures in The Nine Chapters are correct.qiandu 壍堵 is a triangular prism whose base is an isosceles right-angled triangle.
ive a literal translation for this last sentence. The action it describes is simply to divide the
er by 3.
u Hui used an argument of inﬁnite descent to prove that the ratio between the volumes of a
a and a bienao was 2:1 in general situations. A detailed explanation of how Liu Hui proved
rocedures for the volumes of the two polyhedra can be found in Wagner [1979].
20 J.-M. Ying 英家銘Three problems before that of the yangma, The Nine Chapters gives a problem about a








This [is a] solid with a square base and a pointed shape. Suppose we let the [side of the]
lower square [be] two chi, and the height one chi. [Let] the lower [side of the] square mul-
tiply itself, and then we multiply it by twice the height, two chi. We obtain eight chi,
which is [the volume of] a cube. [The area of] the faces of the top, bottom, and four direc-
tions of this solid are all equal to the base area of the pointed square solid.28 Further-
more, from the center of the cube we cut it open along each edge to each corner, and
then it becomes six pointed square solids. They are all one-sixth of the cube of twice their
height. If [we consider the situation of] a ﬂat rectangular solid with the same height, then
[they] must be one-third. So we divide it by three and obtain [the volume] of a pointed
square solid.Nam says that since a cube whose sides are two chi can be cut into six square cones, the
base of each of which is a face of the cube and the height one chi, he knows that each square
cone is one-sixth of the cube. So it is one-third of the cuboid whose height is equal to that of
a square cone. Again, Nam is using a special case to convince the reader that the same
method is also correct for general cases, which appeals not so much to reasoning as to
intuition.
I believe that this style of argumentation appealing to intuition is also inﬂuenced by the
Jesuits’ works through the Shuli jingyun. As mentioned in Section 2, Pardies’s intention for
his Ele´mens was to provide short and easy methods for students to study Euclidean
geometry, and he stated many of the propositions without any proof or explanation. So
the reader had to use his intuition to convince himself that these results were indeed true.
For example, for the volume of pyramids and cones, Article 32 of Book V in Pardies’s
Ele´mens simply states the following without proof: “Pyramids and cones on equal bases,
and of equal heights with prisms and cylinders, are one-third of such prisms and cylinders”
[Pardies, 1671, 55]. When the Jesuits included these contents in their lecture notes, they did
add some explanation. But what they wrote was also very simple. Basically what they said
was that a cube could be cut into three “pointed solids” (jianti尖體), so the latter’s volume
was one-third that of a cube. Then the volumes of all other pyramids and cones could be
calculated by the same procedure, because pointed solids with equal base areas and equal
heights would have equal volumes.29 These arguments were also used in the Shuli jingyun
[Kangxi, 1993, 58–59].
Therefore, although Nam did not copy the exact words from the Shuli jingyun, his style
of argumentation, giving quick and easy explanations appealing to intuition, is similar to
that of the Qing compendium, which came originally from Pardies’s Ele´mens.ranslate fangzhui方錐 as “square cone.” Its shape is like that of a pyramid with a square base,
he projection of its apex onto the base is right in the center of the base.
m here uses “pointed square solid” (jianfangti 尖方體) as a synonym for fangzhui.
北國家圖書館善本書號 06399 卷五頁十五至十七 (Taipei, National Central Library, Rare
ms. no. 06399, juan 5, fol. 15–17).
Nam Pyoˇng-Gil’s reinterpretation of the Jiuzhang suanshu 215.3. Disuse of the methods of infinitesimals and limits from Liu’s and Li’s commentaries
By the “methods of inﬁnitesimals and limits” in the context of Chinese mathematics,
I mean any method that potentially involves an inﬁnite procedure that may give a limit,
or that considers a quantity that can be regarded as inﬁnitesimal. There are several proce-
dures in The Nine Chapters for which Liu Hui and Li Chunfeng use the methods of inﬁn-
itesimals and limits in their commentary. Nam Pyong-Gil, however, does not mention these
methods at all.30 I will here give three examples from The Nine Chapters, and compare them
with Nam’s explanations.
The ﬁrst one is in Liu Hui’s derivation of the procedures for the volumes of a yangma and
a bienao. The reader may refer toWagner [1979] for a detailed discussion of Liu’s derivation.
Following is a sketch of Liu’s argument rendered with some help of modern symbolism and
terminology. Before these procedures, Liu had already shown that the volume of a qiandu is
half that of a cuboid with the same dimensions. Suppose the yangma and the bienao in ques-
tion have dimensions l, w, and h. They can be ﬁtted together to form a qiandu with the same
dimensions. Liu then sets out to show that the volume of the yangma is twice that of the
bienao. As can be seen in Fig. 8, the yangma can be divided into one cuboid, two qiandu,
and two smaller yangma, all of whose dimensions are l/2, w/2, and h/2, and the bienao
can be divided into two qiandu and two smaller bienao, all of whose dimensions are l/2,
w/2, and h/2, too. Comparing the one cuboid and the two qiandu obtained from the yangma
and the two qiandu obtained from the bienao, he argues that the sum of the volumes of the
former is twice the sum of the volumes of the latter, since the volume of a qiandu is half of
that of a cuboid with the same dimensions. Now he is left with two smaller yangma and two
smaller bienao. Since the dimensions of each smaller yangma are half of those of the original
yangma, the volume of the smaller is one-eighth of that of the original. Thus the total volume
of the two smaller yangma is a quarter of that of the original yangma. Similarly, the total
volume of the two smaller bienao is a quarter of that of the original bienao. Next, he can
divide the smaller yangma and bienao in the same way as in the previous step and then con-
tinue. In the nth step he would obtain 2n1 cuboids, 2n qiandu, and 2n smaller yangma from
the yangma in the previous step, and he would obtain 2n qiandu and 2n smaller bienao from
the bienao in the previous step. Similarly to the ﬁrst step, the sum of the volumes of the 2n1
cuboids and 2n qiandu from the yangma is twice that of the 2n qiandu from the bienao. He then
argues that the smaller yangma and bienao that are cut out in each step get ﬁner and ﬁner until
they eventually become “without form” (wuxing 無形), so he only needs to consider the
cuboids and qiandu that are cut out in each step in determining the volume. Since in every step
the sum of the volumes of the cuboids and qiandu from the yangma is twice that of the qiandu
from the bienao, he concludes that the volume of a yangma is twice that of a bienao. Since the
yangma and the bienao can be ﬁtted together to form a qiandu, whose volume is lwh/2, it fol-
lows that the volumes of the yangma and the bienao are lwh/3 and lwh/6, respectively.
For this procedure, Liu Hui thus considers a potentially inﬁnite process, and the remain-
ing yangma and bienao in each step would eventually become inﬁnitesimal. Nam Pyong-
Gil’s explanation, however, gives only a simple example and asks of the reader that he
be able to apply the demonstration of a special case to general cases, as has been shown
in the previous section.30 The ﬁrst translated textbook of diﬀerential and integral calculus in the Chinese language was
published in 1859 [Martzloﬀ, 1997, 34], and there is no evidence to show that Nam or contemporary
Korean scholars had access to this work.
22 J.-M. Ying 英家銘The second example is the procedure for ﬁnding the diameter of a sphere when the volume
is given, which can be represented by the modern formula d ¼ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃð16=9ÞV3p , where d is the
diameter andV is the volume. This is an incorrect procedure even if we assume that it is based
on a value for p equal to 3, and thismistakewas already noted byLiuHui in the third century,
although he did not succeed in ﬁnding the correct procedure [Fu, 1991].31 In his commentary,
Liu devised a solid, the “mouhe fanggai”牟合方蓋, in order to prove that the original proce-
dure in The Nine Chapters was incorrect.32 After Liu, Li Chunfeng described in his own
commentary that if one take p as 3, then the correct procedure, which Li credits to Zu
Gengzhi 祖暅之 (ﬂ. c. 510), should be equivalent to d ¼ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ2V3p . Both in Liu’s commentary
and in Zu’s derivation, the “mouhe fanggai” and a principle equivalent to the famous Cava-
lieris principle are used. A detailed description of Zu’s proof can be found in Wagner [1978].
In the Kujang sulhae, Nam Pyong-Gil also takes p as 3 and gives a procedure equivalent
to d ¼ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ2V3p .33 He might have simply copied this “correct” procedure from Li Chunfeng’s
commentary. However, he does not try to prove this new procedure directly. Instead, he
quotes two other procedures, which appear in a very similar form in the Shuli jingyun



















The surface area of a sphere should be four times the area of the circle [whose diameter]
is the diameter of the sphere.外面積與半徑相乘得數以三歸之即球積也
The surface area and the radius multiply each other; the obtained number divided by





S and A are the surface area of the sphere and the area of the circle with diameter equal to
that of the sphere, respectively. After some calculations, Nam obtains the volume of a
sphere as V ¼ d3
2
. Thus his new procedure corresponding to d ¼ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ2V3p is correct.34sides mentioning that the procedure d ¼ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃð16=9ÞV3p is wrong, Liu Hui also says that the ratio
o 16 between the sphere and the cube was an approximate value. He explains that this ratio
t have come from an actual experiment: a gold cube of 1 (cubic) cun寸 weighs 16 liang兩, while
d ball of 1 cun in diameter weighs 9 liang [Guo and Liu, 2001, 126; Shen, 1999, 229].
ouhe fanggai is the name for a special solid, the intersection of two cylinders with orthogonal
Liu Hui devised a method to reduce the problem of the volume of a sphere to the volume of the
e fanggai. The solid was also discussed by Archimedes [Dijksterhuis, 1987, 314].
m recognizes, in his commentary on the problem on measuring a circular ﬁeld in Chapter 1,
is in fact more than 3, and that Liu Hui and Zu Chongzhi 祖冲之 (429–500) used various
including 355/113, 22/7, and 157/50.
m’s actual process of calculation is the following: “球體外面積應為平圓面積四倍即方面積三
以外面積與半徑相乘得數以三歸之即球積也夫以三與半乘之得立方積一箇半而又以三歸之
必居立方積之半” [Nam, 1985a, 349]. First he quotes the procedure for the surface area of a
e and says that four times the area of the circle (whose diameter is that of the sphere) is equal to
times the area of the square (whose side is the diameter of the sphere), that is, S ¼ 4A ¼ 3d3 in
rn symbolism, if p is 3. Next, since 3 12 is 1 12, by using the procedure for the volume of a
e that he quotes V ¼ S  d2  13
 
, he knows that the ﬁrst half of that procedure S  d2
 
is 1 12 of
be whose side is the diameter of the sphere S  d2 ¼ 3d2  d2 ¼ ð1 12Þd3
 
. Finally, dividing 1 12
he obtains V ¼ d32 .
Nam Pyoˇng-Gil’s reinterpretation of the Jiuzhang suanshu 23In fact, the problem of calculating the volume of a sphere cannot be solved without at
least implicitly using inﬁnitesimals or limits. The fact that Nam avoids using them explicitly
but instead quotes two procedures from the Shuli jingyun is another piece of evidence that
he assumes his readers to be familiar with the Qing encyclopedia.
Another situation that involves arguments related to limits is the extraction of square
roots. According to The Nine Chapters, when the procedure it provides cannot be termi-
nated (kaizhi bujin開之不盡, literally “[if one] opens it [the square], [the procedure] cannot
be terminated”), the situation is called “unopenable” or “unextractable” (buke kai不可開),
and the number is “denominated with the face/side of the square” (yi mian mingzhi以面命
之). For example, when Li Chunfeng needs to give the square root of eight, which cannot
be represented as an integer or a fraction, he would use the term “the face/side of eight”
(八之面) to represent it [Chemla and Guo, 2004, 380–381].35 In his commentary, Liu
Hui gives a way to continue to approximate the root by ﬁnding its decimal digits, which
he calls “tiny numbers” (weishu微數) [Guo and Liu, 2001, 122; Shen, 1999, 204–205]. This
is also an inﬁnite process if the square root is not a rational number. Some scholars argue
that the discussion on “unextractability” in The Nine Chapters and its commentaries
implies that Liu Hui, Li Chunfeng, or even the authors of The Nine Chapters themselves
appreciated the existence of irrational numbers [e.g., Li, 1992]. However, on this procedure,
Nam Pyong-Gil provides only a minimal comment [Nam, 1985a, 343]:35 Th
“to d
Chun開方不得命分故以不盡積幾何命之也
[After] extracting the square root (lit. opening the square) we cannot denominate a frac-
tion. Therefore we denominate it with how much the unexhausted area is.Thus again Nam avoids any mention of an inﬁnite process in this piece of commentary.
He merely rephrases the procedure already stated in The Nine Chapters.
Therefore, in his Kujang sulhae, Nam Pyong-Gil never uses the method of limits or inﬁn-
itesimals from Liu’s and Li’s commentaries, as we have seen in the cases of the volume of a
sphere, the volumes of a yangma and a bienao, and the “unextractability” of a square root.
This does not mean that he did not understand them. It simply strengthens the idea that
Nam preferred to give an easy or even practical explanation.
6. Concluding remarks
In this article I have discussed various aspects of the Kujang sulhae, a 19th-century com-
mentary on The Nine Chapters by the Korean oﬃcial Nam Pyong-Gil. On the basis of
Nam’s postface and an investigation and analysis of his commentaries on various proce-
dures, I can now shed some light on the questions concerning Nam’s mathematical knowl-
edge and his motivation that I raised in Section 1, and on the transmission of Chinese and
European mathematical knowledge to Korea in general.
As a person interested in mathematics and serving in the National Observatory, Nam
Pyong-Gil had studied, when he was young, the oﬃcial mathematical compendium, the
Shuli jingyun. The arithmetic part of this compendium, including the sections introducing
the Four Lu¨ Proportion method, had its source in the Latin textbook and Chinese lecturee Nine Chapters itself provides no such examples. There is just the procedure “以面命之,” or
enominate it with the face/side of the square.” Only the commentaries by Liu Hui and Li
feng tell us that the square root of a number a can be represented as “the face of a.”
24 J.-M. Ying 英家銘notes written by the Jesuit Antoine Thomas. The geometry part, on the other hand, came
from the Euclidean geometry introduced in the French Jesuit Pardies’s Ele´mens de Ge´ome´t-
rie. After The Nine Chapters was reintroduced into Korea in the middle of the 19th century,
Nam decided to use the methods, terminology, and diagrams from the synthesis of Euro-
pean and Chinese mathematics as found in the Shuli jingyun to explain this recovered text.
As he was using the knowledge from the Shuli jingyun to write his commentary, Nam’s style
of argumentation was also inﬂuenced by that of Pardies, which appealed to intuition rather
than to rigor. Since Nam was not satisﬁed with the earlier commentaries by Liu Hui and Li
Chunfeng and he believed that Liu’s and Li’s methods did not ﬁt in well with his own, he
omitted the earlier commentaries altogether. In fact, Nam Pyong-Gil’s approach is not
unique, but a good example of the endeavor of 19th-century Korean mathematicians to
use “Western” knowledge in reinterpreting recovered ancient Chinese mathematical texts.
Nam Pyong-Chol and Yi Sang-Hyok also followed this approach and published several
works that reinterpret ancient texts.
I believe the reason for Nam Pyong-Gil’s approach is the following. Although The Nine
Chapters, along with earlier commentaries, was lost in Korea before the late 17th century,
some fragments still remained and it was still highly regarded right down to Nam’s time.
However, the newly introduced Qing compendium of mathematics, the Shuli jingyun,
was sanctioned by both Qing China and Choson Korea as the paradigm for mathematics
and the oﬃcial tool for practitioners of astronomy.36 Thus The Nine Chapters from Chinese
antiquity, along with its commentaries, could no longer be regarded as the sole mathe-
matical canon. But some of it remained in the collective memory of earlier scholars, and
many Korean and Chinese mathematicians before Nam’s generation had held it in high
regard. As a result, Nam probably felt that he could not simply ignore the recently recov-
ered ancient text. Therefore, I believe that to Nam Pyong-Gil The Nine Chapters was an
important historical document to be explained in his own contemporary terms. He felt
the need to reinterpret the “ﬁrst ancestor of mathematics” (as he called it in his postface),
but not the later commentaries by Liu and Li, using the new canon, the Shuli jingyun. By
doing so, he showed the mathematicians of his generation that The Nine Chapters and the
new canon did not contradict each other, and that they could safely continue to understand
all mathematics, including the well-respected The Nine Chapters, through their contempo-
rary canon.Acknowledgments
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